
Making Evolution an O�er It Can't Refuse:Morphology and the Extradimensional BypassJosh C. Bongard Chandana PaulArti�ial Intelligene LaboratoryUniversity of Z�urihZ�urih, Switzerlandfbongard, handanag�ifi.unizh.hAbstrat. In this paper, loomotion of a biped robot operating in aphysis-based virtual environment is evolved using a geneti algorithm,in whih some of the morphologial and ontrol parameters of the systemare under evolutionary ontrol. It is shown that stable walking is ahievedthrough oupled optimization of both the ontroller and the mass ratiosand mass distributions of the biped. It was found that although the sizeof the searh spae is larger in the ase of oupled evolution of morphol-ogy and ontrol, these evolutionary runs outperform other runs in whihonly the biped ontroller is evolved. We argue that this performane in-rease is attributable to extradimensional bypasses: adaptive ridges inthe �tness landsape, reated by the evolutionary ontrol over morphol-ogy, that onnet otherwise separated, sub-optimal adaptive peaks. In asimilar study, a di�erent set of morphologial parameters are inludedin the evolutionary proess. In this ase, no signi�ant improvement isgained by oupled evolution. These results show that the inlusion ofthe orret set of morphologial parameters improves the evolution ofadaptive behaviour in simulated agents.1 IntrodutionIn the �eld of robotis, muh work has been done on optimizing ontrollersfor biped robots [1, 11, 21℄. Similarly, geneti programming [8℄ and geneti al-gorithms [7℄ have been used to evolve ontrollers for hexapod robots. Genetialgorithms have also been used to evolve reurrent neural networks for bipedalloomotion: Fukuda et al [6℄ employed a dynami simulator; Reil and Husbands[18℄ employed a three-dimensional physis-based simulator. However, in all ofthese approahes, little or no onsideration was paid to the mehanial on-strution of the agent or robot.Alternatively, Brooks and Stein [3℄ and Pfeifer and Sheier [17℄ have pointedto the strong interdependene between the morphology and ontrol of an em-bodied agent: design deisions regarding either aspet of an agent strongly biasthe resulting behaviour. One impliation of this interdependene is that often, agood hoie of morphology an lead to a redution in the size or omplexity ofthe ontroller. For example, Lihtensteiger and Eggenberger [12℄ demonstratedthat an evolutionary algorithm an optimize the sensor distribution of a mobile



robot for ertain tasks, while the ontroller remains �xed. As an extreme ase,the study of passive dynamis has made lear that a areful hoie of morphologyan lead to loomotion without any atuation or ontroller at all [16℄.Examples now abound that demonstrate the evolution of both the morphol-ogy and ontrol of simulated agents [19, 20, 10, 4, 15℄, as well as real-world robots[14, 9, 13℄ is possible. However, we argue in [2℄ that the oupled evolution ofboth morphology and ontrol of adaptive agents is not as interesting in and ofitself, but rather the impliations of suh studies open up a host of researhquestions regarding the evolution of adaptive behaviour that are not amenableto study solely through the optimization of ontrol. Virtual Embodied Evolu-tion (VEE) was introdued as a systemati methodology for investigating theimpliations of evolving both the morphology and ontrol of embodied agents.In this paper we show not only that oupled evolution of both morphologialand ontrol parameters of a bipedal agent an failitate the disovery of stableloomotion|despite the inreased size of the searh spae neessitated by theinlusion of the additional morphologial parameters|but also that only ertainsets of morphologial parameters failitate evolutionary searh.The following setion introdues the mehanial onstrution and neural on-troller of the biped agent, as well as the geneti algorithm used to evolve loo-motion. Setion 3 presents the results obtained from evolving only the neuralnetworks for a bipedal agent, as well as evolutionary runs in whih morphologi-al parameters were inluded in the genome. Setion 4 provides some disussionand analysis as to why oupled evolution of morphology and ontrol an outper-form the evolution of ontrol. In the �nal setion we onlude by stressing theimportane of inorporating morphologial onsiderations into the evolutionaryinvestigation of adaptive behaviour.2 The ModelFor all of the evolutionary runs reported in this paper, the agents at withina physially-realisti, three-dimensional virtual environment1. The agent is asimulation of a �ve-link biped robot with six degrees of freedom. The agent hasa waist, and two upper and lower leg links as shown in Fig. 1 a. Eah kneejoint, onneting the upper and lower leg links, has one degree of freedom inthe sagittal plane. Eah hip joint, onneting the upper leg to the waist, hastwo degrees of freedom: one in the sagittal plane and one in the frontal plane.These orrespond to the roll and pith motions. In the seond set of experimentsreported in setion 3, a seond type of biped is used, in whih �ve mass bloksare attahed to the lower legs, upper legs and waist as shown in Fig. 1 b.The joints are limited in their motion using joint stops, with ranges of motionlosely resembling those of human walking. The hip roll joint on eah side has arange of motion between ��7 and �7 radians with respet to the vertial. The hip1 The environment and biped agents were onstruted and evaluated using the real-time physis-based simulation pakage produed by MathEngine PLC, Oxford, UK,www.mathengine.om.
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Fig. 1. Agent onstrution and neural network topology. a) shows the bipedagent without the attahed masses. b) shows the agent with the attahed masses.) gives a pitorial representation the neural network used to ontrol both types ofagents. T1 and T2 orrespond to the two touh sensors, P1 through P6 indiate thesix proprioeptive sensors, and M1 through M6 indiate the six torsional motors of thebiped. B1 and B2 indiate the two bias neurons inluded in the network.pith joint has a range of motion between � �10 and �10 , also with respet to thevertial. The knee joint has a range of motion between ��2 and 0 with respetto the axis of the upper leg link to whih it is attahed. Table 1 summarizes themorphologial parameters for both types of bipeds.The agent ontains two hapti sensors in the feet, and six proprioeptivesensors and torsional atuators attahed to the six joints, as outlined in Figs.1 a and b. At eah time step of the simulation, agent ation is generated bythe propagation of sensory input through a reurrent neural network; the valuesof the output layer are fed into the atuators as desired positions. The inputlayer ontains nine neurons, with eight orresponding to the sensors, and anadditional bias neuron. All neurons in the network emit a signal between �1and 1: the hapti sensors output 1 if the foot is in ontat with the ground, and�1 otherwise; the proprioeptive sensor values are saled to the range [�1; 1℄depending on their orresponding joint's range of motion; and bias neurons emita onstant signal of 1. The input layer is fully onneted to a hidden layeromposed of three neurons. The hidden layer is fully and reurrently onneted,plus an additional bias neuron. The hidden and bias neurons are fully onnetedto the eight neurons in the output layer. Neuron ativations are saled by thethreshold funtion 21+e�a �1. The values at the output layer are saled to �t therange of their orresponding joint's range of motion. Torsion is then applied ateah joint to attain the desired joint angle.Evolution of bipedal loomotion is ahieved using a oating-point, �xed-length geneti algorithm. Eah genome enodes weights for the 60 synapsesomposing the neural network, plus any additional morphologial parameters.All values in the genome range between �1:00 and 1:00. Eah evolutionary runreported in this setion is performed using a population size of 300, and is run



Table 1. The default size dimensions, masses and joint limits of the biped.All lengths and masses of the biped are relational: the unit length (ul), and the defaultmass (um), are set to the radii and masses of the knees and hip sokets, respetively.Parameters set in boldfae indiate those parameters that are modi�ed by evolution inthe experiments reported in setion 3. The valid ranges for these parameters are alsogiven.Index Objet Dimensions Mass1 Knees r = 1ul 1um eah2 Hip sokets r = 1ul 1um eah3 Feet r = 2ul, w = 3ul 1um eah4 Lower Legs r = [0.2,0.8℄ ul, h = 8ul 0.25um eah5 Upper Legs r = [0.2,0.8℄ ul, h = 8ul 0.25um eah6 Waist r = [0.2,0.8℄ ul, w = 8ul 0.25um7 Waist Blok l = [0.4,3.6℄ ul, w = h = [0.2,3.0℄ ul 0.103um8 Lower Bloks l = [0.4,3.6℄ ul, w = h = [0.2,3.0℄ ul 0.103um eah9 Upper Bloks l = w = [0.2,3.0℄ ul, h = [0.4,3.6℄ ul 0.103um eahIndex Joint Plane of Rotation Range (rads)10 Knee sagittal ��2 ! 011 Hip sagittal ��7 ! �712 Hip frontal � �10 ! �10for 300 generations. Strong elitism is employed in whih 150 of the most �tgenotypes are preserved into the next generation. Tournament seletion, with atournament size of three, is employed to selet genotypes from among this groupfor mutation and rossover. 38 pairwise one-point rossings produe 76 new geno-types. The remaining 74 new genotypes are mutated opies of genotypes fromthe previous generation: an average of �ve point mutations are introdued intoeah of these new genotypes, using random replaement.In the set of experiments using the agent shown in Fig. 1 a, three additionalmorphologial parameters are inluded in the genome. These parameters ditatethe radii of the lower legs, upper legs and waist, respetively. The range ofpossible radii for these segments is [0:2; 0:8℄ul. In the seond set of experiments,eight morphologial parameters are inluded in the genome. The �rst three valuesditate the widths of the lower mass blok pair, upper mass blok pair and waistmass blok, respetively, eah of whih an range between 0:2 and 3:0 ul. Thenext three values indiate the lengths of the lower mass blok pair, upper massblok pair and waist mass blok, respetively, whih range between 0:4 and 3:6ul. The �nal two values indiate the vertial plaement of the two blok masspairs, whih an range between 0:8 to 7:2 ul above the entre of the foot: thehorizontal position of the waist blok mass remains entred, and is not hanged.In this way, all four bloks an be attahed to the upper or lower pairs of legs. Inthe ase of agents without blok masses, the morphologial parameter settingsan a�et the total mass, mass distribution and moment of inertia of the agent.In the ase of agents with blok masses, the morphologial parameter valuesan a�et only the mass distribution and the moment of inertia, although more



Table 2. Experimental regime summary.Run Morphology Bloks Total Genome Number ofSet blok mass length independent runs1 Fixed Absent N/A 60 302 Variable Absent N/A 63 303 Fixed Present 0.512um 60 204 Variable Present 0.512um 68 20degrees of freedom of the rotational moment of inertia are subjeted to seletionpressure in this ase. For the variable morphology evolutionary runs, the threeor eight morphologial parameters are distributed evenly aross the length of thegenome in order to maximize reombination of these values during rossover.The �tness of a genome is determined as follows. The weights enoded in thegenotype are assigned to the synapses in the neural network, and in the ase ofthe variable morphology bipeds without mass bloks, the radii of the waist, lowerand upper legs are set based on the additional three values in the genome. Inthe ase of the variable morphology bipeds with the mass bloks, the dimensionsand positions of the bloks are set based on the additional eight parameters.The agent is then evaluated for up to 2000 time steps in the physial simulator.Evaluation halts prematurely if both of the feet leave the ground at the sametime (this disourages the evolution of running gaits); the height of the waistpasses below the height of the knees; or the waist twists more than 90 degreesaway from the desired diretion of travel. The northern distane of the agentat the termination of the evaluation period is then treated as the �tness of thegenome.3 ResultsFour sets of evolutionary runs were onduted using the parameters given inTable 2. Fig. 2 summarizes the evolutionary performane of the two sets of runsusing agents without mass bloks, and Fig. 3 reports the evolutionary perfor-mane of the two sets of runs using agent populations with mass bloks. It anbe seen in Figs. 2 a and b that in both �xed and variable morphology agent pop-ulations, there is a roughly uniform distribution of �tness performane ahievedby the most �t agents at the end of the runs. However Fig. 2 b indiates thatvariable morphology populations repeatedly ahieved higher �tness values thanthe �xed morphology populations. Similarly, Figs. 2  and d indiate that more�xed morphology populations do not realize any �tness improvement over evo-lutionary time, ompared with the variable morphology populations.In ontrast, Fig. 3 indiates that stable loomotion is more diÆult for evo-lution to disover for agent populations with �xed mass bloks, ompared toagent populations without mass bloks, irrespetive of whether or not the sizeand position of the bloks is under evolutionary ontrol. Only two of the 20populations ahieve stable loomotion in both ases; the remaining runs do notrealize any signi�ant �tness improvements over evolutionary time.



a) b)
) d)Fig. 2. Evolutionary performane of �xed and variable morphology agentpopulations without mass bloks. a) and b) report the highest �tness values at-tained by agents with �xed and variable morphologies, respetively, from 30 indepen-dently evolving populations of eah agent type. ) and d) report the average �tness ofthese populations.Fig. 4 a presents the average evolutionary performane of all the evolving�xed and variable morphology agent populations without mass bloks. It isshown that, independent of the initial random population, variable morphologypopulations tend to outperform �xed morphology populations. Fig. 4 b indiatesthat for the ase of agent populations with mass bloks, on average there is noimprovement in evolutionary searh in the variable morphology populations overthe �xed morphology populations.In one evolutionary run from experiment set 2, the most �t agent at genera-tion 170, with a �tness of 15:03, was replaed at generation 171 as the most �tagent in the population by its hild, whih sustained eight point mutations, andahieved a �tness of 23:17. The trajetories of the entres of mass of these twoagents are indiated in Fig. 5 by the light gray and dark gray lines, respetively.Of the eight mutations, one of these was a morphologial hange that inreasedthe radii of the hild's lower leg pair from 0:578ul to 0:8ul. A third agent wastested, whih was genotypially equivalent to the more �t hild, exept that themorphologial mutation was suppressed. This third agent ahieved a �tness of20:87, and the trajetory of its entre of mass is indiated by the blak line inFig. 5.



e) f)
g) h)Fig. 3. Evolutionary performane of �xed and variable morphology agentpopulations with mass bloks. a) and b) report the highest �tness values attainedby agents with �xed and variable mass bloks, taken from 30 independent evolutionaryruns. ) and d) report the average �tness values of these populations.4 DisussionIt is lear from Figs. 2 and 4 a that agent populations with varying leg widthstend to outperform agent populations with �xed leg widths. This stands in on-trast to the intuitive notion that in the variable morphology ase, the inreaseddimensionality of the searh spae|orresponding to the additional three mor-phologial parameters|will degrade searh. Furthermore, it is to be noted thatthe magnitude of morphologial hange possible through modi�ation of theseparameters is quite small: the minimum vertial entre of mass of an agent,relative to body height, is 0:49; the maximum vertial entre of mass is 0:59.However, as made lear in Fig. 5, morphologial mutations an have dra-mati e�ets on an agent's performane. In that ase, the ombination of sevenontrol mutations and one morphologial mutation realize a �tness inrease of23:17�15:03 = 8:14, whereas only the ontrol mutations give a �tness inrease of20:87�15:03 = 5:84, resulting in the morphologial mutation providing a �tnessontribution of 23:17�20:87 = 2:3. As an be seen from the trajetories of theseagents, the ontrol hanges helped to stabilize the osillations of the agent's gait,as well as orret its diretion of motion; the morphologial mutation helped tofurther orret the diretion of motion.



a) b)Fig. 4. Average evolutionary performane of �xed and variable morphologyagents. a) indiates the average �tness of the �xed morphology and variable morphol-ogy populations reported in Fig. 2. b) indiates the average �tness of the populationsreported in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Trajetories for three agents. The light gray line indiates the trajetoryof the entre of mass of an agent that ahieves a �tness of 15:03. This agent wassueeded as the most �t agent in the population by its hild, whih sustained eightpoint mutations: the trajetory of the entre of mass of this agent is indiated bythe dark gray line. A third agent was tested, whih was genotypially equivalent tothe more �t hild, exept that the single morphologial mutation was suppressed: thetrajetory of this agent is indiated by the blak line.We did not �nd evidene that the variable morphology populations tended toonverge on mass distributions far removed from the �xed setting, nor do theyonsistently onverge on the same mass distribution. The vertial entres of massof the most �t agents at the end of eah run range between 0.52 and 0.57, andfall within this range with a roughly uniform distribution. This suggests thatfor our partiular instantiation of bipedal loomotion and hoie of ontroller,no one mass distribution is better than another. In other words, evolution ofvariable morphology agents does not perform better beause evolution is ableto disover a \good" morphology: rather, the addition of morphologial param-eters transforms the topology of the searh spae through whih the evolvingpopulation moves, reating onnetions in the higher dimensional spae between



Fig. 6. Shemati representation of an extradimensional bypass. In the one-dimensional �tness landsape indiated by the ross-setion within the vertial plane,the adaptive peak A is separated by a wide gulf of low �tness phenotypes from thehigher peak B. In the higher dimensional �tness landsape indiated by the surfae,an extradimensional bypass, represented by the urved surfae, onnets peaks A andB.separated adaptive peaks in the lower dimensional spae. These onnetions areknown as extradimensional bypasses, and were introdued by Conrad in [5℄.The ross-setion within the vertial plane in Fig. 6 indiates a one-dimensionallandsape in whih the value of a single phenotypi trait P1 ditates �tness F.This landsape ontains two separated adaptive peaks, A and B: a populationentred around peak A annot easily make the transition to the higher �tnesspeak at B. However, through the addition of a seond phenotypi parameterP2, the landsape is expanded to two dimensions (indiated by the surfae),and an adaptive ridge|indiated by the upward sloping arrow|provides anopportunity for an evolving population to move from peak A to B via this ex-tradimensional bypass.We hypothesize that although the additional morphologial parameters in-rease the dimensionality of the searh spae, in this ase they introdue moreadaptive ridges between loal adaptive peaks, thereby smoothing the �tnesslandsape and failitating evolutionary searh. In other words, given a partiu-lar morphology, any ombination of ontrol hanges does not onfer inreased�tness, but a hange in morphology, oupled or followed by ontrol hanges doesonfer inreased �tness. This is supported by the variable morphology popula-tions, whih do not onverge on morphologies far removed from the default ase.The hypothesis is also supported by the mutational event depited in Fig. 5, inwhih higher �tness is ahieved by modi�ations to both ontrol and morphology.However, the evolving agent populations with aÆxed mass bloks, indiatedin Figs. 3 and Fig. 4 b, present a muh di�erent piture. In these populations,the addition of eight morphologial parameters does not improve evolutionarysearh. In the 20 �xed morphology populations and 20 variable morphologypopulations, only two instanes of stable loomotion were disovered in eah.It is lear that bipedal loomotion using agents with mass bloks, using our



experimental set-up, is a more diÆult task for the geneti algorithm, but theappearane of stable walking indiates it is not impossible for either the �xed orvariable morphology regime to disover stable loomotion.From our urrent experiments it is not lear why evolutionary searh is notimproved in this ase, but it seems likely that there are two fators hinderingimprovement in the variable morphology populations. First, it seems plausiblethat the ruggedness of the lower dimensional �tness landsape, in the ase ofagents with �xed bloks, is greater than in the landsape for agents without massbloks and �xed leg widths, beause of the dereased evolutionary performaneshown in Figs. 3 a and , ompared with the performane shown in Figs. 2 a and. Seond, the dimensionality of the searh spae for agent populations with massbloks inreases from 60 to 68, as ompared with an inrease of only 60 to 63for agent populations without mass bloks. Thus in the ase of the searh spaefor agent populations with variable mass bloks, more smoothing is requiredto ompensate for the greatly enlarged spae, and the high ruggedness of theoriginal spae.5 Conlusions and Future Researh DiretionsIn this paper, stable loomotion was evolved in embodied, bipedal agents atingwithin a three-dimensional, physially-realisti virtual environment. It has beendemonstrated that, for the ase of loomotion in these agents, the subjugationof ertain morphologial parameters to evolutionary searh inreases the eÆayof the searh proess itself, despite the inreased size of the searh spae.Preliminary evidene was provided whih suggests that arti�ial evolutiondoes not do better in the ase of the variable morphology populations beauseit is able to disover better morphologies than those imposed in the �xed mor-phology populations, but rather beause the type of parameters inluded in thesearh reate adaptive ridges linking previously separate adaptive peaks.However, a ontrol set of experiments was provided in whih a di�erent setof morphologial parameters were inluded in the genomes of the evolving pop-ulations. In these experiments, there was no performane inrease in the searhability of the geneti algorithm. This suggests that for the arti�ial evolutionof adaptive behaviour, the arbitrary inlusion of morphologial parameters doesnot always yield better results.In future studies we plan to investigate in more detail how the inlusion ofmorphologial parameters transforms the �tness landsape of the evolving pop-ulations. Moreover, we hope to formulate a systemati method for preditingwhih morphologial parameters of embodied agents an augment the evolution-ary disovery of adaptive behaviour.Referenes1. Benbrahim, H., Franklin, J. A.: Biped Dynami Walking Using ReinforementLearning. In: Robotis and Autonomous Systems 22: (1997) 283{302.
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